
 

 
  

 

IDOOH and Active8me bring fitness and health on-the-go to 
passengers in Southeast Asia  

 

IDOOH partners with Active8me, Asia’s first all-in-one integrated mobile fitness and health platform, to bring 
short-form workouts and healthy nutrition content on IDOOH screens in taxis and ride-sharing cars.  

 

SINGAPORE, 15 October 2018 – IDOOH International and Active8me today announced their regional 

content collaboration to provide short-form nutrition and fitness videos through IDOOH’s taxi and 

ride-sharing vehicle partners across three markets in Southeast Asia: Go-Jek in Indonesia, Grab in the 

Philippines and ComfortDelgro in Singapore connecting to an addressable middle-income market of 

more than 20 million people.  

Active8me Founder and CEO Jeremy Rolleston said: “As a former Olympian and a busy executive, I 

know how hard it is to keep fit and healthy despite knowing how important it is. With our expert 

team of Olympians, exercise physiologists, dieticians and doctors, our vision is to simplify healthy 

active living by providing a simple, convenient and customised all-in-one app which gives people the 

programs, the support and the expertise they need to keep fit and healthy. Our partnership with 

IDOOH allows us to reach a wider audience in Southeast Asia to share a selection of our fitness 

workouts and Asian recipes. Through this partnership, we offer consumers an opportunity to try 

Active8me for free and benefit from the expertise of a personal trainer, dietician and life coach – all 

in in one’s pocket. “  



 

 
  
 

 

IDOOH Chief Marketing Officer Patrick Gan said: "Our collaboration with Active8me will contribute 

to the broadening of our lifestyle content for commuters with a curated selection of digestible 

fitness and Asian recipes localised for Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines with the goal of 

inspiring busy urbanites to take action and invest in their health. We are confident that Active8me’s 

high-quality content will increase riders' interaction with the IDOOH screens.” 

Through IDOOH screens, passengers will be able to access Active8me’s specially curated selection of 

Asian nutritional recipes, which include localised Indonesian, Chinese and Filipino recipes shown in 

the vehicles of the respective countries plus a selection of different workout snippets, such as Yoga 

Flow for Men, and Chair Workout, which don’t require a gym. Targeted at busy urbanites, Active8me 

aims to promote healthy active living through a combination of exercise, nutrition, mindset and 

progress tracking. 

 

 

 

Apart from Active8me, IDOOH’s regional content collaborations include CNBC, NHK and MediaCorp. 

 
About Active8me 
Active8me is an integrated digital and health platform that equips and activates people to get fitter 
and healthier through a range of comprehensive plans and guidance across exercise, nutrition, 
mindset and holistic health suitable for people of all levels. Built by a team of experts, Active8me 
customises to user preferences so people can get fit, see transformation and be healthy. Like a 
personal trainer, dietician and life coach in your pocket – available anytime, anywhere. Visit us at 
www.active8me.com. 
 

http://www.active8me.com/


 

 
  
 
About IDOOH 
IDOOH is an award-winning Asian OOH media technology company that provides the ideal platform 
for the Out-of-Home media environment by combining the best screens in any ‘ride’ with our 
proprietary advertising server technology. Through our big data analytics, we enable brands to make 
content targeted, engaging and timely through interactive and trackable campaigns. IDOOH aims to 
inspire, connect brands with commuters, challenge boundaries and change the future of the 
advertising landscape. For more information, visit us at www.idooh.com.  
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